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ABSTRACT

E-Pharmacy systems is a newly develop technology in our country and it not practically used widely. It because there are many challenge and constraints in implementing this system. Some of people are technology awareness that is still low among Malaysians. The system that will be built is a prototype of the E-Pharmacy and called as E-PatientCare Systems for Farmasi Baiduri. This system are develop as a platform for customer to purchase supplements that are sold in pharmacy, but only not the prescript drugs, to ensure the importance of community such as customers and users are protected. It is important to develop this systems to study all the possibilities that might happen to customer and user side and further it online selling. An Object Oriented Methodology are selected, because of the changing and dynamics environment in developing this systems. The tools to develop this system such as Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Adobe Photoshop, Internet Explorer, My SQL, Macromedia Dreamweaver, and PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor), will be used.
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